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Rain
The rain is raining all around
It falls on fields and trees
It rains on the umbrellas here
And on the ships at sea

By Adebola Adeoti
Snow

The future lies before you
Like a field of fallen snow
Be careful how you tread
For every step will show.

By Adebola Adeoti
Bright hot sun
So bright and hot
Bright hot sunshine
Giving lots of energy
It’s warm and shining on my face
Indeed it makes me happy
At least my asthma is not bad today
I hope it stays for a while

By Prince Nwabude
Wind

Who has seen the wind

Neither I nor you

But when leaves hang trembling

But when leaves bow down their head

The wind is passing by.
Tornado
By Amy Argandona
There was a storm
It was dangerous
The storm took houses
Trees and cars
I can’t go outside
For a walk
Because of the storm
Worms in the Rain

Everytime when the rain passes
I like to play with you
Everytime the rain passes
I can find you
You move move move
And sometimes you don't
Let me catch you
I have fun

By Amy Argandona
By Prince Nwabude

Wonderful Winter

Always Snow, Ice, and Cold Air.

Love to keep warm, and snuggle by the fire.

It's fun to ice skate, snow ball, sled, and have hot cocoa.

Winter can be such a fun weather, but can’t enjoy it like I want.

Oh no! My asthma won’t let me outdoors a lot!
Cloudy Day by Prince Nwabude

The clouds are up in the sky!
They look like marshmallows
steam and smoke of different sizes.
Don’t see no sun, and rain could be on it’s way!
And the plants will be happy to grow again!
Snow
Snow is cold
Snow is fluffy
Snow can make snow angels
Snow makes snowmen
Snow is fluffy
Snow is cold
Snow
I woke up to snow
By noon it was a blizzard
So I went back to bed.
Rain by Jeremiah Santiago

One night it was raining
the rain was dripping
on my window
I went back to bed
Once there was snow
I wish I could go
but my mom said no!
Thunder by Renesmee Vargas

Thunder is loud

Thunder is scary

Thunder makes us scream!
Rain by Renesmee Vargas

Rain
Rain is wet
Rain is cold
Rain is slippery
Rain is fun
Rain makes puddles
Rain is wet
Rain is cold
Rain comes from the clouds
Blizzard
Woke up to snow
By noon a blizzard
caught on the road
tires spinning
A wall of frozen flakes
fields .. air... sky
white and windy
Blizzard of 1989
Snow
by Mrs. Falla

Snow
I wish I could go
Out in the snow
Or maybe I will
Go to the hill
To slide and sled
Til my nose is red
Then back to my
house
And back to bed.
Thunderstorm
By Robiya S.

It's sunny
I'm at the park for a picnic
What a beautiful day, I thought

Then I saw dark clouds starting to form
The day started darkening
The wind began blowing
Sunny
Sun, sun, sun
Big, yellow, and bright
Hot and warm
Must be happy
Cause skies are shining

By Yilianis S.
Snow
On the couch
Snow falls
Ice forms
Snow fights
Igloos
Fun times

By Yilianis S.
Snow

Snowy days are the best
Let me get my sled.
Start a snowball fight with my friends
It’s what I do best.

By Iriana M.
Blizzard Poem

Then I woke up I saw snow
It was a blizzard
It was all white
I couldn’t see
So I went back in the house
To call my friend.

By Josian Jimenez
Rain Poem

It was raining

I went with my friend

We played call of duty black ops 4

Then I went back home to go to bed.

By Josian Jimenez
Night Poem

I was sleeping and I heard a noise

I woke up it was cold and wet

and water drip on my window

then I went back to sleep

By Josian Jimenez
By Yilianis S.

Rain

Drops of rain
By the window pane
Makes me sad
And filled with pain
RAIN

By Iriana Merced

RAIN

Rain rain go away,
My umbrella broke today,
So I’m dancing in the rain.

It’s not fair,

What a day!
BLIZZARD

Blizzards are coming
It’s what the weathermen say,
So I’ll stay inside
and drink hot chocolate all day.

By: Iriana Merced
On a gloomy day when it rains and pours
I hang with my brother and sit on the porch
Even though we can’t play we can see the birds fly away
I hope they all come back on another day
The plants are happy and the grass is too
Thank you rain for doing all that you do
Snow

Poem by Izabella C.

Snowy days are the best
Let me get my sled.
Start a snowball fight with my friends
Is what I do best.
Thunder roars like a lion in the sky

When lightning flashes it makes it bright

One second its day the next it's night
Thunderstorm
by Robiya S.

It's sunny
I'm at the park for a picnic
What a beautiful day, I thought

Then I saw dark clouds starting to form
The day started darkening
The wind began blowing

Suddenly the lightning flashed
Then the thunder roared

It spooked me to the bone
So we went home
To be safe and sound
Snow Storm       By: Robiya S
I woke up and got ready for school   
I looked out the window   
But I saw tiny snowflakes falling   
School is closed, mom told me   
So I changed my clothes   
And enjoyed some hot chocolate   
The day passed while the wind blewed   
Snow began to pile on the windowsill   
As I sat warm and cozy   
Inside my home
Tornado
Bright and clear day
The land flat and far
Green grass swaying with the breeze

Then the sky begins turning orange
The wind starting to blow
The warm weather becomes chilly

Dark clouds forming
They spin very fast
The clouds slowly start to gown down

Robiya S.
Lightning

Lightning is bright
Lightning can flash in different colors
Lightning can be dangerous

By Izabella Olen
By Izabella Olen

Snow
Snow is cold
Snow is white
Snow reminds me of Snow White
Snow reminds me of snowman
Snow reminds me of snow angels